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Food For Thought 

Uncle Jacob 
forty years kneading dough 
after the war, 
told me he had found only 
two ways of making bread; 
the slow bake of philosophy 
the luxury of the rich or high minded, 
for the rest, the quick snatch of wonder 
between the long steady strokes 
of the whip. 

Then sternly,
his strong hand on my shoulder 
He said, 
"Son, always be
on the other end of the whip, 
for there they eat not bread but cake.  

Living is an affair
for those who turn on the ovens.
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Esoteric Erotica 

I study
your pendulous breasts  
two suns buoyant
pointing to fertile orb below. 

I enter         
through vallied loins      
both phallus and heart   
magnetized by sensual expectancy. 

I leave         
through tangled limbs
quiet in relief
washed by the breath of life. 

I study
your twisted reclining mass
wondering if,
Joseph Mengele would see the same. 
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God, Power and the Gun 
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Momentary Suicide 
(Or, why she walks so gracefully) 

Fin ESSE
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On Difficulty 
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To The Last 

I have just lit my last cigarette. 
A last mouthful of cold coffee
sits in the cup. 
It is snowing ice. 
Grey dust seeps through  
my cracked windows. 
I have two choices for dinner: 
cheap vodka or nothing.

My love a light swan 
flew south with my last 
stale bread crusts in her beautiful beak 
(I haven’t written a poem in a week). 
The bed next door creaks a last 
sad song of neighborly passion 
(love is so unequally rationed). 

Trains rumble by outside 
to imaginary Auschwitzes, 
shaking me out of dreams 
(I hear the crosses scream). 

The church across the street 
fills this Sunday 
with hunched over creatures 
tired from the morning’s marketing 
(the sky is slowly darkening). 



Alone, even death refuses 
to greet me, to come down 
from the hills where it 
waits among the well spaced pines. 

Empty at last, I wait. 
One things is sure – the show goes on. 
My responsibility?  
To last, to get my work done.

I put out my cigarette and 
pick up my last working pen.
Now it is time to think. 
Poetry hidden, is what lasts  
- life insur-ance.
All genius genetic, a question of endurance. 

Feb. 20th, 1995 
Karlovy Vary 



I am unreconciled with life 

There is only one truth
       firm for it will be. 

And not all that lies before 
       our impassive eyes 

Shall drag it through mud 
        into only possibility 

Nor deny her bottomed, hip based 
        authentic cries. 

What is it that turns this world, if not pain? 
And from where does
this life and light burst? 
It spills pushed by the power 

of all that does wain. 
That all that is, will be a was 

– even beauty so cursed.

I look at an old woman’s thighs 
bellicosed and flaccid 

and remember their strong days 
of push and passion. 

I count the hands that climbed them 
so timid 

and which now grope other fruits, 
other fashions. 



I cry this truth, this pain, like only 
a dying man could. 

We will all be not,
like a butterfly crushed 

slowly underfoot. 

May 9, 1995 
Prague 



A Day In The Life Of …….. 
Aug. 23rd

Wiping the stickly sweat 
from my handsome brow, 
I kicked the cat across the room 
and took a sup of tea. 

I sat down
and planned my weekly 
abortion schedule 
then sent a check 
for my new lambskin gloves
to Stanley 
who runs my growing 
funeral parlour business. 

I called my neighbor 
with the fridge full of body parts 
and asked him to send me 
the copyright agreement 
so I could sign the movie deal.  

I kicked the cat again, 
started a bath, poured a cocktail  
and waited  
for something to happen 



These days
such as they always are 
You my love are a memory 
I wear on my sleeve. 
A yellow star of David 
confirming my inability 
to hide in the shadows 
that grow in anticipation of darkness 
these days such as they are. 

You my love are a thought 
I wear around my neck. 
A rosary 
that I count upon 
each bead a sin and love 
somewhere sent 
so to sin and love again 
these days such as they always are. 

You my love are a dream 
I wear about my head. 
Phylacteries wound tight 
wounding this mortal into blind devotion 
and blissful prayer to something 
on the fringe 
that I can know nothing about
these days such as they always are. 



You my love are a sickness 
I wear within. 
An abscess I bite down upon 
and whose poisons return to a source 
which is myself 
I  inside both the cured and cursed 
these days such as they are.



Atropy

Nothing endures;   All fades 
     Photographs yellow, stars burst 
Even my lovers pearly whites 
Seem to be vulnerable to cavities.  

Only those minute bacteria,
those earth turners 
that hold the world on their shoulders 
seem to have learned to be. 

They die over and over, thus live forever. 
They have learned that  
the laws of our universe, 
do not apply to the insignificant.  



Spring Message 

Spring has sprung.

The graves grow up 
in color 
and it is even as if
the days are longer 
so light they step. 

Even Mr. Berkowitz 
standng out 
in the morning sun 
and bird song, 
has a slight smile  
as he leans on his cane, 
all that remains 
of his father’s sturdiness. 

Spring has sprung. 
The parks are full
of hopping, hungry birds 
baby carriages 
and it is even as if 
the monuments of the long dead 
were about to step off 
the pedestal, we’ve put them on 
and live. 



Even Mr. Berkowitz 
like the weather itself,
has something to say 
about being alive, green, wet. 
“Thank God it’s spring.” 
he says, 
“and I can forget”. 

        April 10, 2001 
           Kyiv, Ukraine 



The Fall of Winter 

Here it is halfway through winter 
and I have yet to find 
a way to your heart before 
the snow piles up so high against the door 
that I cannot get out from myself. 

Yet the sun shines 
through the window, through my  eyes, 
through my mind, through to you 
yet not your heart 
which escapes in the shadows never 
to find my door and dig me out. 

This winter half empty 
and I can’t wait for spring, the filling 
where the only shadows are those I cast, 
the only heart I can’t find, God’s.
But first I must drink up the winter 
and find myself in good Canadian whiskey 
and the warmth of a well insulated house 
that keeps me from you.  



Authority 

Would a king have our obedience 
without his overlooking crown? 

Could a judge pass sentence 
without the bidding of his robe? 

Would a priest have our confession 
without his choking white collar? 

Would you elect a politician 
who campaigned without pleading jowls? 

Could one love a dog that didn’t have 
the panting, happy faced look of a slave?  



Ode to Insignificance 

He had a tombstone. 
He had a grave. 
What more to ask 
from a life well behaved. 

The tombstone was only a marker. 
The grave just a hold in the ground. 
What more to ask 
from a life lived uninspired, 
gagged and bound. 

I don’t want to end up just six feet under. 
Nor have my name in future ages read. 
I just want a life filled with 
awe and wonder. 
After which I’d be content 
lying among the dead. 



Come Walk 
The Streets With Me 
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